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CONSUMER DECISIONS 
DRIVEN BY TECHNOLOGY

“Consumer behavior has changed forever. 
Today’s battle for hearts, minds, and dollars is won (or lost)  

in micro-moments—intent-driven moments of  
decision-making and preference-shaping that occur  

throughout the entire consumer journey.”  

“Micro-moments occur when people reflexively  
turn to a device—increasingly a smartphone—to act on  

a need to learn something, do something, discover  
something, watch something, or buy something. 

They are intent-rich moments when decisions are  
made and preferences shaped. In these moments,  

consumers’ expectations are higher than ever.”

GOOGLE- 
“More Google searches take place on mobile devices than  
on computers in 10 countries including the U.S. and Japan”
“Sridhar Ramaswamy - SVP Ads & Commerce at Google”
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HOW  MICRO-MOMENTS  
ARE CHANGING THE RULES

NFC (Near Field Communications) is the fastest, most secure, most 
accurate way of making micro-moments happen for your custom-
ers that does not require an additional application ever.

•   82% of smartphone users consult their phones on  
    purchases they are about to make when in stores. 

•   51% of smartphone users have purchased from a  
    company or brand other than the one they intended  
    to because the information provided was useful.
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Engage Loyalty Programs 
 •  Add new members right in the retail environment

 •  Reinforce branding in the store with full HD content

 •  Increase Loyalty programs via the phone vs long lines   
      at the registers

Shape Preferences
 •  Engage customers in Micro-Moments with full HD  Video at  
     the point of decision

 •  Strengthen Brand Awareness while at the same time 
     have the opportunity to cross promote.

 •  Deliver custom coupons and discounts right through the  
     phone at the point of decision

Gain Insight
 •  Because these programs are mobile based the 
     insights into the customer base is virtually unlimited   
         to craft your message and products to their most   
     effective and profitable

Taylor Messages
 •  Unlike static signs or generic sales, the power of mobile can  
     craft messages just for that consumer

 •  Messages can be crafted on a per store basis

 •  Because the platform is mobile, messages can be automatically 
    changed by time of day to drive repeat business or future  
    promotions

TAP INTO MORE 
POWERED BY  DiGame™

NFC Mobile Marketing   
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NFC Enabled Marketing Materials Retail Environments
•  Deliver marketing messages that engage with 85% of your consum-
ers that are at the point of decision instead of 3% with mailers and 
door hangers miles away from sales happening.  85% will be going to 
100% soon.  As of now Apple has not enabled the marketing features 
on their phones, so for now we those consumers through QR codes, 
but Apple announced in late 2015 that they would be activating soon.

•  Because our product is electronic, you can build them into product 
labels, shelf talkers, cooler door signage, posters and life size cutouts 
that represent your brand, and when the promotion changes, we can 
change electronically, cutting your printing costs dramatically.
•  A NFC marketing promotion for a retail deployment with signs and 
reactive shelf talkers will cover 500 stores where people are making 
buying decisions for 3 months for the same cost of 10 billboards in a 
major market for 1 month that have a 2% viewer impact. 

•  With our tags imbedded into your labels, not only can the consumer 
find out more information, but because of our security features they 
will know that they are buying an authentic product reducing counter-
feiting, but we can also create a program where consumers who buy 
for gifts can upload their own video greetings.  Now you have turned 
an empty bottle into commemorative pieces that further promote 
your brands. 

•  With any of these we can link multiple messages, like the ads at the 
beginnings of YouTube videos, so after your marketing messages, we 
can also link to Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, or whatever new social 
media sign is the hot new thing.  That is the great thing about NFC.  
Flexibility to attack the market you need today and tomorrow.

TAP INTO MORE 
POWERED BY  DiGame™

How it Works  
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TAP INTO MORE 
POWERED BY  DiGame™
What it does for you in hospitality  

It puts you in contact with your most valuable guests, the ones in your 
establishment and turns them into your most profitable guests, your 
loyal guests.

•  Deliver marketing messages that engage with 85% of your con-
sumers that are at the point of decision instead of 2% within some 
billboard miles away from sales happening.  85% will be going to 
100% soon.  As of now Apple has not enabled the marketing features 
on their phones, so for now we those consumers through QR codes, 
but Apple announced in late 2015 that they would be activating soon.  
The great thing for you is the whole program for the year will cost less 
than a third of what 1 premium location billboard for 1 month.

•  Micro-moments in the restaurants and bars will drive sales but the 
real value in all these opportunities is to turn your guest into a repeat 
guest and repeat guests into loyal guests.  Study after study shows re-
peat customers are seen to spend on average 19% more, more apt to 
forgive the occasional service misstep, have more guest satisfaction, 
and more likely to recommend your establishment.  The key tipping 
point in virtually every study is getting your customer to come back 
for the third time to create that loyal customer, and every step of the 
way “Tap Into More” is driving those customers to return through 
maximizing engagement with your programs.
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One-Time Targeted Promotion
•  If you are launching to the market for the first time or if you just want 
to test a targeted regional promotion, or opening a new market “Tap 
Into More” is the NFC Retail solution for you.
•  We work with your marketing department to take your branding to 
our world class printers to embed our NFC devices into the promotion-
al materials that represent your brand positioning in the market and 
deliver the HD messages that set you apart.
•  This also comes cross branded with our basic app to turn on NFC for 
all non-iPhone smartphone users.
Multi-Use Targeted Promotion Program
•  You have a product that needs more attention and you want constantly 
changing NFC delivered marketing then this is the package for you.
•  All of the features of the One-Time Targeted Promotion but you get 
access to the back office interface that allows you to control changes to 
content URL’s as your needs change
•  This tier also allows you to run contests and because of the financial 
level security built into the NFC tags they cannot be replicated.
•  You also get to know your customer better through our Engagement 
and Effectiveness Reports
Multi-Use Promotions and Campaign Branded Mobile App
•  This is your enterprise solution built to be transmutable from prod-
uct to product as the need arises for your business
•  With your custom made application, we can pull incredibly detailed 
customer information to help you identify trends before they show up 
in the wider market.
•  You will also have the ability to push content to users including cou-
pon programs.  Because our system is all electronic, you are not only 
greener but the processing time and cost is significantly less.
•  You will also be able to engage your consumer with surveys, contests, 
and reviews.

TAP INTO MORE 
POWERED BY  DiGame™
NFC Mobile Marketing Features for 

Retail Marketing Programs



Dashboards and Key Performance Indicators
 •  Real-Time Visibility

 •  Real-Time Demographic Views (Are tags being 
    activated with the newest Samsung or a 4-year-old blackberry)

 •  Campaign Measurement on your custom Matrix

 •  Promotion Measurement

 •  Download to your Customer Relationship management   

     (CRM) or Sales Force Management (SFM) Software

Create custom coupons depending on current data.
 •  If sales are slow with one beer brand you can create a special  
     coupon for your fast mover that offers - $5 off when case 
     of fast mover and case of slow mover are purchased together

 •  If you are nearing the end of a significant event and you   
     need to deplete quickly, you can change discounting   
     on volume - $5 off when purchasing 2 cases of any of our  
     beers or take $10 off when purchasing any 3

 •  Or if sales goals are met, discounting can be eliminated 
     and moved to a branding message or something viral that  
     highlights your product or the event.

TAP INTO MORE 
POWERED BY  DiGame™

Cloud Analytics & Reporting 
That comes with the 

Multi-Use Promotions and Campaign
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TAP INTO MORE 
POWERED BY  DiGame™

Mobile Marketing Advantages

This is the only system that allows businesses to engage with the con-
sumer at the point of decision but also test market different messag-
es simultaneously with instant results

•  NFC not only is the most effective marketing delivery system for 
immediately impacting sales today, it also gives you the information 
to adjust messages on the fly to make them absolutely the most 
effective

•  Because NFC is tied into payment systems like Apple, Google, and 
Samsung Pay, you can integrate sales data to determine not only 
effectiveness of the message but sales acceleration.

Because all of these features are powered through the users’ mobile 
devices language preferences are also known and messages can be 
tailored accordingly.

•  Messages can be targeted by language preference on the phone 
which also becomes an integral piece of data that cannot be revealed 
by other point of decision marketing.

When deployed on products like alcohol bottles, signed cookbooks, 
aprons, and wine keys, the purchaser not only knows that what they 
are buying is an authentic product, they also have a commemorative 
piece that they will keep and use in some cases long after the product 
has innate worth. (Very important to get this message across.)

•  In some cases, we will be able to track interactions with these pieces 
up to 10 years after the purchase and record that customer for an 
entire decade for follow up branding

•  No other electronic marketing can stay engaged for a fraction of 
that time.
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THE TOP SHELF
MARKETING DIFFERENCE

We were the first to make a Food and Beverage specific NFC market-
ing program and the first to bring to market a product like “Tap into 
More”, and by being first we have an opportunity to create non-tradi-
tional cross branding opportunities.  If your winery has a great Zinfan-
del perfect for something with some char right off the grill, why not 
let us create a partnership with Weber Grills, or Match Light Charcoal 
or Kingsford Lighter Fluid or Omaha Meats?  Because we interact 
with guests actually in retail environments we have the opportunity 
to tailor very regional programs or wide market to any other product 
brand being sold on site and because it is electronic we can deliver 
marketing quickly and cheaply.  Is your bourbon doing great in retail 
but you need some help in on premise?  Use our in store shelf talkers 
not only to sell in retail but advertise bars and restaurants where your 
bourbon is on the back bar.  We can not only make the NFC market-
ing happen; we can also manage those relationships for you.



TAP INTO MORE 
POWERED BY DiGame™
NFC Mobile Marketing Programs

Technology Powered by 
DiGame™
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Contact us to discuss your needs 
or set up a demonstration. 

 
Visit us at TopShelf.Marketing for 

our full range of services.  

Sales@TopShelf.Marketing”
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TAP INTO MORE 
In Bars, Restaurants and 

Resorts/Cross Branding Opportunities

•  The cross promotion opportunities really unlock sales.  If your 
restaurant is in a hotel, all of the information you capture for your 
restaurant now becomes a valuable resource for the hotel to pro-
mote its events, staycations, meeting spaces, and wedding venues.  
If you have multiple restaurants “Tap Into More” is the perfect vehicle 
to get that message out.  Merchandising is one of the most profit-
able revenue streams for the restaurant industry.  “Tap Into More” 
can take people right to your online store, and out of town guests 
can order right from their table and avoid the annoyance of packing 
themselves.  If you are a brew pub these are great cross promotion-
al opportunities to make your pub goers fans of your brewery and 
impact their retail decisions.

•  We can create custom cross branding opportunities with alcohol 
brand partners.  We have relationships with all of your TopShelf Sup-
pliers.  We can promote your most profitable items with world class 
branding that has already been developed by industry leaders.  We 
can build a rotating ad cycle that runs for 15 seconds before they get 
to your message that not only promotes your sales but we can make 
it happen automatically for you.  Imagine a guest sitting down in say 
a Mexican restaurant and they tap on the menu and they are greeted 
with a message for Patron Silver before they just knee jerk into order-
ing the house margarita, and you can see the possibilities.  If that is 
all “Tap Into More” did, it would more than pay for itself with just a 2% 
capture rate.
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TAP INTO MORE 
In Bars, Restaurants and 
Resorts/Other Products

Electronic Menu Boards of the Future Today

•  Thinking about putting a dedicated electronic menu touch screens 
in front of your restaurant?  Why?  Consumers are walking around 
with their own HD Devices.  With our signage we can produce NFC 
enabled pieces that can deliver menu information and can then 
promote your loyalty program and link to your online reservation 
system. For a fraction of the cost of one electronic menu we can give 
you multiple signs that will never need maintenance and cannot be 
hacked to promote messages you do not want.  Because these do 
not need electricity or batteries, they can be used anywhere including 
mobile deployments at charity auctions, food trucks, stadiums, and 
wherever you need your restaurant represented.
NFC enabled Phone Charging Stations for guests

•  Are you tired of being responsible for customers’ phones while they 
charge?  We are coming to market in Q2 2016 with our battery pow-
ered, wireless, NFC enabled charging station, that will deliver your 
messages, sign up twitter followers, collect email address, or what-
ever is important to you before charging begins.  Q3 2016 we will be 
rolling out a product that can be built directly into bar tops in conjunc-
tion with 2 of the largest bar supply companies in the United States.  
For the mobile deployments we can have them shrink wrapped in any 
branding you want including that of your alcohol branding partners.
The NFC worked so now my restaurant has 10,000 Facebook Follow-
ers.  Now What?

•  If you are having trouble finding the most effective social media 
programs, or it is simply taking too much of your time and you want 
to focus on your core business, we have the professionals to help 
you.  If you need very targeted curation of your information, or you 
want full spectrum broadband social network and electronic market-
ing our social media team is ready to help you turn those followers 
into sales.
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TAP INTO MORE 
Free App for Additional Benefits

•  While one of the key features of NFC is that it does not require an 
app, we understand that NFC is very new to the American consum-
er even though the technology has been deployed in virtually every 
phone since 2002, so we developed an app to help bridge the gap to 
get people in tune with NFC

•  We developed the app primarily to turn on the NFC features of peo-
ples phones.  Because every phone is different, we could not create a 
different message for each phone, so the app activates the NFC fea-
tures on the host phone.  Because anyone with a smartphone will be 
familiar with installing app we feel this is a simple and easy message 
to communicate to your guests and customers.

•  We have built in a mobile customer relationship management sys-
tem to provide a richer consumer experience

•  The app also allows us to provide Direct-to-consumer “push” pro-
motions and campaigns.  Because it is mobile based, instead of send-
ing messages to devices for consumers that are time zones away, we 
can target your specific location for information.

•  The app also allows us to distribute customer surveys and other 
post experience engagement opportunities.
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TAP INTO MORE 
In Bars, Restaurants and Resorts

•  We can deploy tags onto your menus, menu covers, check present-
ers, signage, a podium message, and mobile device charging stations 
that can deliver your messages to consumers.  We have created the 
table tent for the 21st Century that never needs to be reprinted, 
doesn’t clutter the table and can deliver dynamic messages depend-
ing on the time of day, location in the restaurant, down to what type 
of phone is being used.  Why be limited to one message when NFC 
can deliver a range and change as your needs do?
The “Tap Into More” elevated guest experience

•  When a guest gets their menu, they can tap their phone to see a 
video of the chef preparing a special, or a specialty cocktail or both 
followed by a check-in on Facebook.

•  When a guest receives their check, you can promote your happy 
hour, loyalty program, winemaker dinners, or any combination.  In 
consumer surveys, the most popular program gives them the ability 
to use your professional food shots for them to post on social media 
as their own.  Talk about marketing.  Now instead of seeing posts 
about your restaurant with badly lit phone pictures, every post will 
have your professionally made high resolution photos going out on 
social media telling exactly the story you want to tell.

•  The key to NFC for Bars and Restaurants is its flexibility.  Say your 
goal is to get to top ten in your market in TripAdvisor.  The day that 
is completed, you can move your message to capture whatever your 
next goal is whether that is Facebook, Twitter or Snapchat or whatev-
er new social media platform arises.


